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Abstract 
This paper describes a system which locates and gra:zps doughnut shaped parts 
frcrn n pilc. The system uses photometric stereo and binocular slcreo as vision input 
to&.  Phot,onietric stereo is used to make surface orientation measur~ments.  With 
chis ini'ormstion the camers Geld  is  segmented  into isolated regions of' continuous 
sn100th  surface.  One of  these  regions  is  then  sclcctcci  as  the target rcgion.  The 
a!,tii,lide  of  the  physical  object  associated  with  thc target rcijori  is  dcterrnined 
by histograming surface orientations over  Lhat  regioll nnd comparing with stored 
histograms obtained From  proto+,ypical objects, Range information, riot  available 
from  photometric  stereo  is  0bt~1ined  by  the PRISM bir:ocul:ir  stereo system. A 
collision-free grasp configuration and approach trajectory is con~putec!  2nd executed 
using the attitude, and range data. 
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Image understanding research has produced various techniques for extracting 
information about visible surfaces from a scene. Two lines of  research  that have 
been investigated extensively are shape from shading [Horn 751  and binocular stereo 
[MarrScPoggio 791.  One of  the next problcms that should be  attacked, is how to 
use  these methods to solve practical problems in  robot manipulation. This paper 
explores the complementary use of  photometric stereo and binocular stereo to solve 
problems in locating good grasp points on a doughnut shaped part in a bin of parts. 
The task requires the following steps: 
(1)  identify the location of  the part in a compiex scene, 
(2) measure the attitude of  the part, 
(3) measure the elevation of  the part above some reference plane, and 
(4) compute a collision free grasp point. 
An earlier paper [Ikeuchi&etal 831  presented techniques for using photometric 
stereo to accomplish the first  two tasks, in  addition  to determining the class  to 
which an object belongs from a set of  known shape classes. In t,his paper we combine 
that system with a binocular  stereo system, PRISM, designcd for use in  robotics 
[Nishihara 841,  to assist with the last t,wo tasks. 
Photometric stereo determines the surface orientation at a point on an object's 
surface from the image brightnesses obtained at  the corresponding point in the image 
under three different illu~nination  conditions. Distortions in brightness values due to 
mutual illumination or shadowing between neighboring objects arc detected by the 
method as  "impossible"  brightncss triples. 'I'hc  locations of  these iriples was used 
to segment the visual scene into isolated rcgions corresponding to different objects. 
The distribution of  surface orientations-an  orientation histogram-mcasured  over 
one of  thcse  isolated regions was  used  to  identify the shape from a  catalogue of 
known shapes. The object's attitude in space was also obtained as a by-product of 
the matching process. The part's elevation,  however,  was not known  and had  to be  measured by 
moving the manipulator hand down the camerz line of  sight towards the part until 
a light bearn  between the fingers was broken. Finally, with the elevation  known, 
the manipulator was  retracted  and a  second  approach  made along  a  trajectory 
appropriate to the part's attitude. 
There were two problems with this approach: 
(1) The pickup  motion  required  two  separate arm motions:  The first,  to 
measure elevation, and the second, to grasp the object. 
(2) Collisions of  the gripper with neighboring objects could not be predicted 
since their distances relative to that of  the target were  not availiible  to the 
system. 
In the hybrid approach presented here, a binocular  stereo system is  used  to 
produce  a coarse elevation map for determining a collision-free configuration for 
the gripper, and to measure the absolute height at the selected pickup point. 
2. Basic Modules 
There are four basic modules in our system: photometric stereo, binocular stereo 
using the PRISM algorithm, extended Gaussian image matching, and collision-free 
coilfiguration planning for the gripper. 
2.1. Reflectance Map and Photometric stereo 
The reflectance  map  [IIorn 771  represents  the  relationship  betwecn  surface 
% 
orientation  and image  brightness.  Since  the hrection  of  a  surface  norrrlal  has 
two  degrees  of  freedom,  we  can  represent  surface  oricntation  by  points  on  a 
sphere or  in  a two dimensional plane. The brightness value  associated with each 
surface orientation---assuming a Gxed light source anti viewing configuration-can  be 
obtained either empirically [Woodham 791 or analytically f'rom models of  the surface 
micro-structure and the surrour~ding  light so~lrce  arrangemesit [IIorn&Sjoberg 793. 
The photometric  stereo  method  takcs  multiple  images  of  the  same  scene 
from the same camera position  with  various  illumination  directions in  order  to determining surface orientation  [IIorn&etal 78, Woodham 78, Silver 80, Woodham 
SO,  Ikeuchi  81b,  ColemanScJain  811.  This setup gives  multiple brightness values 
at each picture  cell. Since different  images are taken from the same point, there 
is  no disparity between  the images,  as  there  is  with  binocular  stereo;  thus, no 
correspondence problem has to be solved. 
Each illumination configuration has a unique reflectance map associated with 
it, and so each of  lhe three brightness measurements is consistent with a different 
set of  surface orientations.  Each  of  these  sets corresponds  to  an  iso-brightness 
contour  on  the reflectance  map associated with that lighting  configuration.  The 
intersection of  the  three  contours  obtained will  typically yield  a  unique  surface 
orientation. 
This method is implemented using a lookup table. If we assume both the viewer 
and the light source are far from the object, then both the light source directions and 
the viewer direction are essentially constant over the image. Thus, for a particular 
light source, the same reflectance map applies everywhere in the image. In practice, 
a calibratio~l  object of  known shape is used to determine the relationship between 
brightness and surface orientation. The points where iso-brightness lincs cross can 
be pre-calculated and stored as a table of  surface orientations indexed by triples of 
brightness values. Thus the main operation of  the algorithm is  table lookup! This 
makes it possible to determine surface orientations very rapidly. 
The result  of  the  application  of  the photometric  stereo   net hod  is  called  a 
needle  diagram, since  it can be  shown  as  a  picture  of  the surface  covered with 
short needles, each parallel to the local normal. The length of  a line, which is the 
image of  one of  the needles,  depends on how steeply  inclined  the surface is,  and 
the orientation of  the line indicates the direction of  steepest descent. 
2.2. The PRISM system 
The  PRISM  stereo-matching  algorithm  was  designed  to  produce  range 
measurements  rapidly,  in  the  prcscnce  of  noise.  The algorithm  is  built  on  the 
zero-crossing stereo theory of  Marr and Poggio [,Varr&Poggio 791.  Their approach 
uses  scale  specific  image  structure  in  a  coarse-guides-fine  matching  strategy. Their  matching  primitive  was  defined  in  terms  of  local  extrema in  the  image 
brightness  gradient,  after  approximate  lowpass  filtering with  a  two dimensional 
Gaussian  convolution  operator.  The low  pass  filtering  serves  to  attenuate high 
spatial frequency information  in  the image so that local  maxima in  the gradient 
would  correspond  to  coarse  scale  properties  of  the  image.  These  locations  are 
approximated by zero-crossings in the Laplacian of  the Gaussian filtered image, or 
equivalently, zeros  in  the image convolved with a Laplacian of  a Gaussian, V2~, 
[bIarr&I-Iildreth 801.  The PRISM algorithm,  however,  does  not explicitly  match 
zero-crossing contours. 
The zero-crossing contours are, for the most part, stably tied to fixed surface 
locations, but their geometric structure carries more information, some components 
of  which are closely coupled to system noise. As a consequence, algorithms which 
explicitly match  zero-crossing  contours tend  to be  more  noise  sensitive than is 
necessary  [Nishihara 841. Matching the dual representation-regions  of  constant 
sign in the V~G  convolution--  produces useful results over a broader range of noise 
levels  and more  rapidly  than algorithms  that expiicitly  match the shape of  the 
contours bounding regions of  constant sign. 
An additional consideration that has influenced thc design of  this system, is the 
specific nature of  most sensory tasks in robotics [~ishihara&~o&io  831.  Our view 
in this design has been, that by avoiding the computation of  details not necessary 
for  accomplishir~g  the  task  at hand, a simpler, faster, and possibly  more  robust 
performance can be obtained. The PRISM  system IKishihara 841 was designed to 
Lest  this notion. 
The initial design task of  the implementation was to rapidly detect obstacles 
in  a robotics work  space and determine their  rough extents and heights.  In this 
case speed and reliability are important while spatial precision is lcss crit,ical. 
Four components make up the system, first an unstrv,cturedlight source is used 
to illuminate the workspace. A  simple slidc  projector  covers  the viewed surfaces 
with  a  random  texture  pattern  to provide  a  high  density  of  surface  markings 
P-  to drive the binocular  matching.  The specific  geometry of  the  markings  is  not 
important to the matching, thus markings already present in  the physical surface do not interfere with, and in fact assist, the matching process. This is not the case 
with single camera structured light systems which depend on the measurement of 
the fine geometric structure of  a known projected pattern. 
The second component is a high speed convolution device  [NishiharakkLarson 
811  which applies a  32 X  32  approximation  of  the V2G operator to the left  and 
right camera images. 
The third  component uses  a  binary  corrclation  technique  to determine the 
relative  alignments  between  patches  of  the  left  and  right  filtered  irnages  which 
produce  the  best  agreement  betwcen  the  convolution  signs.  This  operation  is 
accomplished at  three scales of resolution using a coarsc-guides-fine control strategy. 
The result is  a disparity measurement indicating the best  alignment,  along with 
a  measure  of  the quality  of  the  match  between  left  and right  images,  at that 
alignment. 
The final  component handles  the conversion  of  image  position  disparity to 
physical height, Two conversion  tables  are used.  One gives  absolute elevation  as 
a  function  of'  horizontal  disparity.  The other  tablc gives vertical  disparity  as  a 
function  of  horizontal  disparity.  Together  they  allow  cameras with  large-but 
stable-geometric  distortion to be used. Both mappings depend on position in the 
image. 
The test system uses  a  pair  of  incxpcnsive  vidicon  camcras. Vidicons were 
selected over solid state cameras for the first implementation to ailow an assessment 
of  the approach with particularly bad geometric distortion and limited brightness 
resolutio~i.  The  camcras  are  mourltcd  above  the  workspace  of  a  commercial 
manipulator, the Unilnation PUhfA. The digitized video sign3ls are fed to the high 
speed digital convolver which applies a 32 X 32 approximation or the 02C  opcrator 
to the irnages at a 106  picture cell pcr second rate. 
Mstching is accomplished in software on a Lisp machine. The basic module of 
the program performs a test on a singlo patch in  the image at a single disparity 
and determines whether or not a corrclation  pcak occurs ncarhy. If  one does, the 
approximxtc distance  and direction  in  disparity  to that peak  is  estimaled. The "detection  range"  of  this  module  is  determined  by  the  size  of  the  convolution 
operator used. With the largest opcrator, a single application of  the module covers 
a range of  about 12 picture cells in disparity. Repeated applications of  this module 
are used to produce a 36 X 26 matrix of  absolute height measurements-accurate 
to approximately  LO  mrri with a repeatability  about 5 times better. The matching 
covers a 100 picture cell disparity range and takes 30 seconds from image acquisition 
to Enal output. 
2.3.  Extended Gaussian Image Matching 
The extended Gaussian image (EGI) of  an object can be approximated by the 
histogram of  its surface orientations. Let us  assume that there is  a fixed  number 
of  patches per unit surface area and that a unit normal is erected on each patch. 
These vectors can be moved, without changing the direction they point in, so that 
their  "tails"  are at a  common point and their  "heads"  lie on the surface of  a unit 
sphere. Each point on the sphere corresponds to a particular surface orientation. 
This m~pping  of  points from the surface of  the object onto the surface of  a unit 
sphere is  called the Gaussian image  and the unit sphere used for this purpose is 
called the Gaussian sphere [Do Carmo 761. 
Imagine  now  attaching a mass  to each end-point,  cqual to the  area of  the 
patch it corresponds to. The resulting distribution of  masses is called the extended 
Gaussian  image  (EGI) of  the  object  [Sn:ith  70,  Bajcsy  80,  BallardkSabbah 81, 
Ikeuchi 81a, Horn 831, in the limit as the density of surface patches becomcs infinite. 
It lias several interesting properties: the total mass is equal to the surface area of 
the object, the center of  mass is at the center of  the sphere, and there is  only one 
convex object correspo~ding  to any (valid) EGI. 
'L'hc  EGI  is invariant with respect to tramlation of the objcct. If it is normalized, 
by dividing by the total Innss, thcn it is also invariant with respect to scaling. When 
the object rotates, the EGI is  changed in  a particulxly simply way:  it  rotates in 
the same fashion as the object. These properties make it attractive For  determining 
the attitude of  an object. 
A surface patch is not visible from a particular viewing direction if the normal to the  surface  makes  an  angle  of  more  than 90"  with  respect  to the  direction 
towards the viewer. The orientations which correspond to those patches that are 
visible, lie on a hemisphere, obtained by cutting the Gaussian sphere with a plane 
perpendicular to the direction towards the viewer. This hemisphere will be referred 
to as the visible  hemisphere [Ilteuchi 831.  It should be  clear  that we  can estimate 
only one half  of  the EGI from data obtained using  photometric stereo or  depth 
ranging. 
We  will  call the point where the direction towards the viewer  intersects the 
surface of  the visible hemisphere the visible navel. Surface patches that are visible, 
have orientations which correspond to points on the Gaussian sphere whose distance 
from the navel, measured on the surface of  the sphere, is no more than (7r/2). 
There are two problems in matching the EGI estimated from experimental data 
with those obtained from object models and stored in the computer: the number of 
degrees of  freedom of  the attitude of  an object, and the effects of  self-obscuration 
on the observed EGI's for objects that are not convex. 
The  attitude in space of an object has three degrees of freedom. Correspondingly, 
there are three degrees of  freedom in matching the observed EGI and a prototypical 
EGI. Two degrees of freedom correspond to the position on the prototypical Gaussian 
sphere of  the visible navel of  the observed EGI (That is, the direction towards the 
viewer). The remaining degree of  freedom comes from rotation of  the observed EGI, 
rclative to the 1)rototjrpical EGI, about its visible navel ('I'hat  is, the rotation of  the 
object about the direction towards the viewer). One approach, is to evenly sample 
the space of  rotations and perform  a match for  every trial attitude. This hrute 
force method  can be  somcivhat expensive, if  reasonable  precision  in  determining 
the attitude is required, since the space of  rotations is three dimensional. 
We use two notions to constrain orientation. First of  all, note that  the apparent 
(cross-sectional) area of  an object depends on where it  is viewed  from. It can be 
show11 that the height of  the center of  mass of  the visible hemisphere of  the EGI, 
above  the plane  through  the edge  of  the hemisphere, is equal to the ratio of  the 
6"4.  apparent to the actual area. So the location of  the ccntcr of  mass of  the observed 
ECI constrains the possible  pcsitions of  the visible navel on the prototypical EGI (Note that the centcr of  mass of  the whole EGI is  at the center of  the sphere and 
so  of  no use).  Secondly, the direction of  the axis of  least inertia of  the observed 
EGI can be  used  to determine the relative rotation  between  the two EGI's  for a 
particular position of  the navel on the prototypical EGI [Ikeuchi 831. 
In the case of  a convex object, the EGI obtained from a needle diagram, taken 
from a particular direction, is equal to the full EGI of  the object, restricted to the 
corresponding visible  hernispherc. This is  not the case,  in  general,  when  dealing 
with a non-convex object: Some surface patch may be  obscured  by anot,her part 
of  the object,  and thus not visible,  even  if  the  normal makes an angle  of  less 
than 90"  with the direction  towards  the viewer.  So the contributions of  surface 
patches to the EGI will  vary with viewing direction, One can deal wilh this by 
defining a viewer-direction dependent EGI, which takes into account the effects of 
obscuration.  The disadvantage of  this approach is,  of  course, that we  now have 
to store many EGIS to represent one object instead of  a single one. We can store 
these EGIS in a table whose  rows correspond to rotations about the he  of  sight, 
and whose columns correspond to different positions of  the navel on thc Gaussian 
sphere. 
2.4. Grasp Ccnfiguration 
The grasp configuration should satisfy the following two conditions (assuming 
friction): 
(1)  It should produce a mechanically stable grasp, given the gripper's shape and 
the objcct's shapc. Such configurations will bc called  legal grasp configurations. 
(2) The configuration must be achievable without collisions with other objects, 
Such  configurations  arc  limited  by  the  relationship  bcltvcen  the  gripper's 
shape and the shapes of  ncighboring obstacles. Configurations satisfying this 
condition will  bc  callcd  collision-free configurations. 
Thcsc  configurations  depend  on  the  typc  of  gripper.  We  assume  that the 
grippcr has a pair of  parallel rectangular jaws,  as is commonly the case in current 
industrial robots. Figure  1.  The  two  applied  forces:  Thc  applicd  forces  should  be  the  same in  magnitude,  of 
F-  0pposit.e direction, and he along the line between  the two contact points. 
2.4.1.  Legal  Grasp Configuration 
There are several definitions of optimal grasping [IIanafusa&Asada 77, Brady 
821.  We define the optimal grasping configuration  as the one in  which the object 
satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1)  The object is not free to translate while the gripper is grasping the object. 
(2) The object is not free to rotate while the gripper is grasping the object. 
A  parallel jaw  gripper  applies  forces  at two  points.  In  order  to guarantee 
conditions (1) and (2), the two applied  forces should be the same in  magnitude, 
opposite  in  direction,  and lie  along  the  line  connecting  the  contact points,  as 
indicated in Figure 1. 
Consider the force at one of  these points of  contact. Let the friction angle be 
the arc-tangent of  thc coeficicnt of friction. If the angle bctwecn the surface normal 
direction  and the line connecting the two grasping points is less than the friction 5JtL' 7'  I  GR  I PPER  sclRFACE  ORIENTATION 
\ 
DIRECTION 
LINE CONNECTING 
TWO APPLIED POINTS 
Figure 2. Friction  cone ant1 applied  force. If the angle betwccn  the surface normal direction  and 
thc line connecting the two grasp points is less than half of  the zenith angle of  the friction cone, 
tllc direction of  the force applied  by thc grippcr coincides with the lirlc  corlrlc,cting  tl~e  two grasp 
points.  Othc%rwiuc,  the forccv  do not lie  along the li~lc,  bccausc  the friction  can  only  contri1)utc 
hTpo  in  the direction  parallel  to the surface, wt~crc  N  is  the applied  force pcrpcndicular  to the 
surfncc and po  is  the cocnicicrlt of  friction. 
angle, then the direction  of  the force applied by  the gripper  can agree with  the 
line connecting the two points  of  contact (See Figure 2(a)). If  the angle is  larger, 
the force does not lie along that line  (See Figure 2(b)), because friction can only 
contribute NpO  in the direction paraIlel to the surface, where N  is the normal force 
and po  is the coefficient of  friction. In cases where urc cannot prcdict the magnitude of  the friction angle,  the most conservative  solution is  one  in  which the surface 
normals at the two contact points lie  on  the same line.  This is  a necessary  and 
sufficient  condition for  satisfying conditions (1) and (2) in  the absence of  friction 
information. 
2.4.2. Determining Legal Grasp Configurations from Object Shape 
The next task is to extract legal grasp points by using the previous rule. This 
can be done by exploring the surface of  the object. Let us assume that the surface 
normal  direction  at some point  P  can be  determined. We  will  construct a  line, 
in  a  direction opposite to that of  the surface normal,  and extend  the line until 
it rcachcs  the other side of  the object. We will  call the point  reached Q. If  the 
surface normal at the point & agrees with the direction of  the line, then the pair of 
points (P,  &) is addcd to the list of  possible legal positions. (It is possible that no 
such pairs are found. In that case this simple algorithm decides that the object is 
ungraspahle. Usually, however, there is an infinite number of  point pairs satisfying 
this condition.) 
For  a  smoothly curved object, the silhouette is  of  particular  interest,  since 
it can be determined from the image. There the surface normal is parallel to the 
image plane, and perpendicular to the silhouette in the image. 
At some points-for  example, at a crease in an object-the  surface orientation 
may vary discontinuously with position on the surface. We cannot use such a point 
as the first point, P, in  the  above  algorithm,  because we  cannot determine the 
surface orientation there. Such a pcint may, however,  be  used  for grasping, if  it 
happens to be fourid as the second point, Q', in the above algorithm, when starting 
from some other initial point P'. 
Figure 3 shows cxamples of  legal grasping points on various  objects. At this 
stage, the gripper's shape is  trcsted simply  as  a pair  of  points. The altitude in 
spacc of  the gripper is not fully defined at this point; orlly the direction of  the line 
between the two grasping points is known. 
'The  gripper has another degree of  frectlom, in  that it can rotate about the 
line connccting the two grasping points. The range of  rotation  about this axis is Figure 3. Exa~nples  of  legal grasping points 
constrained by the shape of the gripper and the shape of  the object. We will call this 
degree of  frecdoni the legal rotation of  the gripper. The legal grasp configuration is 
a general name for the legal grasp points and the legal grasp rotation. If we use the 
point half way between the grasping points to represent the position of  the gripper, 
then our legal grasp configuration becomes identical io Lozano-Perez's Legal Grasp 
Position (GSETS) [Lozano-Perez 76, 811. 
2.5. Collision Free Configurations 
rn 
Legal grasp corifigurations only describe the relationship betwccn  the gripper Figure 4.  Gripper work  space and obstacle surface. 
and the object grasped. Among these legal  grasp positions, we have to choose a 
grasp position which can be achieved without hitting other objects. 
One approach to doing this is to  use the method of configuration space obstacles 
(CSO) [Lozano-Perez 81, 831  which uses an equivalent representation in which the 
obstacles are enlarged and the gripper is reduced to a point. We  do not follow this 
approach, however, since the number of  neighboring obstacles in bin-picking tasks 
can be quite large and the computation of  the CSOs correspondingly  expensive. 
Also, the obstacles typically overlap arid so individual CSOs must be combined to 
make composite CSOs. 
Instead, we use a direct method. The central idea is  to check every candidate 
grasp configuration among the legal grasp configurations, one sftcr another, to see MAIN LISP MACHINE 
CHAOS NETWORK 
Figurc 5.  1l;trdwarc Configuration. whether or not the gripper would hit an obstacle in that configuration. 
The grasp  motion sweeps  out a  pair  of  rectangular  volumes which  will  be 
occupied by the fingers. The inner faces of  these volurnes  pass through the legal 
grasp points; their orientation is determined by the legal grasp rotation; and their 
width  and thickness correspond to lhe dimensions  of  the fingers. We  will  check 
whether these rectangular areas intersect the othcr objects or not. 
Each of  the rect,angular areas lies in a plane: 
where  (xo,  yo, ql)  is  one of  the legal  grasp points,  and (-a, -b,  -c)  is  the gripper 
approach direction. We  check  z  values  (elevation supplied  by  binocular  stereo) 
within  the two  rectangular footprints  to see  that they  are below  this  plane.  If 
a~ly  point is  not below  the plane,  the gripper will  collide  in  that configuration. 
Conversely, if  the left  hand  side  of  the above equation  is  less  than zero  for  all 
points in the footprint, then the configuration is a collision free configuration (See 
Figure 4). One may even chose the best grasping configurstion in the scnse of  the 
one where the highest point of  the obstacles has the lowest height relative to the 
rectangular areas representing the gripper jaws. 
3. System Details 
The photometric stereo method  and tho matching of  orientation  histograms 
is  implemented  on  a  Lisp  machine. This Lisp  machine  also  controls  the flow  of 
execution. The PRISM  stereo syste~n  is  implemented  on  another  Lisp  machine 
running  in  parallel.  Both  Lisp  machines,  aad  the  PUMA  arm  controller  are 
connected via a local area network, the Chaos net, as shown in Figure 5. 
The system has evolved through threc generations, incorporating pickup point 
selection strategies of increasing sophistication. In the first system, the pickup point 
was selected  without concern for possible  collisions with neighboring  objects and 
the range infor~nation  was used only to set the height of  the approach  trajectory. 
The second and third vcrsions use thc PRISM elevation map to identify a collision 
frec grasp point. (br iehtness arrays  ) 
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-  -  - 3.1. Strategy I 
Choosing the highest point of  the target object as the grasp point minimizes 
the likelihood  of  collision  with  neighboring  objects. The position  of  the highest 
point is  determined  analytically, from the attitude of  the objcct  obtained using 
photometric stereo and matching of  orientation histograms. Figures 6-18 illustrate 
the basic steps of  this approach. Information flow  in the vision part is  shown in 
Figure 6. 
(1)  Three images are obtained of  the scene with three different light sources (banks 
of  ordinary fluorescent  lamps)  using  a  single  CCD  TV camera for  photometric 
stereo (See Figure 7). A pair of  images are also obtained under the random texture 
illumination, using a pair of  vidicon TV cameras for the PRISM stereo system. (See 
Figure 8.) 
(2) The photometric  stereo module  generates  a  needle  diagram of  the scene  by 
means of  the lookup table  dcvcl~ped  using  a calibration  object. Figure  9  shows 
three images obtained under different illumination condit.ions. Figure 10 shows the 
resulting needle diagram. 
(3) The segmentation process divides the input scene into isolated regions based on 
the needle diagram. Segmentation is based on: 
(a) areas where the surface normaJ varies discontinuously with position, 
(b) areas where the system cannot determine surface orientation due either to 
shadowing or mutual illumination, 
The isolated regions are shown in Figure 11. 
(4) One target region  is  selected  among the isolated  regions  based  on  the Euler 
number and the area of  the region, as shown in  Figure 12. 
(5) The photometric stereo module is  run again on thc original i~nage  data, using 
a,  dil'fcrcnt lookup table, to obtain more detail in  the regions near the edge of  the 
target objcct. (One could actually use new i~nagcs  here, taken with different lighting 
condi1,ions.) The result is uscd to procluce  an orientation histogram, which is  the Figwe 13.  The  dctailcd  needle diagram over  the target region. Figure 15.  Stcreo pxir  of  brigl~tri~ss  arrays wit11 uri~~t,ructui.cd  liSiit  i!lumination. 
I:i~:~:rc 16.  0:iLpuL  Sro:ri  tlic  I'HfSLI  n(,crw niorl\,lc &own  .w  a  porspcciive 
-  ----------  ---- Figure  17. The pickup point. 
-  - 
discrete approximation of  the EGI. Figure 13 shows the needle diagram produced 
over the target region. 
(6) The EGI matching process compares the EGI obtained from the needle diagram 
with stored EGIS and determines the attitude of  the object. Figure  14 shows the 
EGI obtained from data in the target region. 
(7) In parallel with steps (2-6),  the PRISM system produces an elevation map over 
the image.  Figure  15 shows  a pair  of  brightness  arrays for the binocular  prism 
stereo. Figure 16 shows the out,put of  the PRISM stereo system as a perspective 
plot. A  two-dimensional array containing these elevation measurements is sent to 
the main Lisp machine. 
(8) The planner dctcrmines the pickup point by selecting the legal grasp point at 
the highest elevation as shown in Figure 17. 
Figure  18  shows  the  execution  of  the  pickup  operation.  Note  that  the 
manipulator  approaches  the  doughnut  shaped  object  dircctly  from  the  initial Figure  18. f'ic:lcr~p rnotior~  t)y  ltrc  I'UVIZ  nrrn configuration;  the  system  described  earlier  required  an  additional  arm motion 
[Ikeuchi&etal 831. 
3.2. Strategy 2 
While strategy 1  often identifies a collision free pickup point, it can easily fail, 
as is  illustrated by the example in Figure 19. In  order to insure the selection  of 
a collision free grasping configuration, we need to take into account the height of 
neighboring objects. Tn  our second strategy, we measure the finger clearance around 
proposed grasp points, using the elevation map provided by the PRISM module. 
Our first task is  to determine legal grasp configurations. In  this strategy we 
model the doughnut shape as a two dimensional  ring,  and apply the method  in 
Section 2.4 to this ring. Two classes of  legal grasp positions are extracted, as shown 
in Figure 20. Since legal grasp positions of  class 1  (Figure 20(a))  require too large a 
gripper opening, they are discarded. Legal grasp position of  class 2 (Figure 20(b)), 
on the other hand, can be used. They can be specified by the rotation angle around 
the approach direction. Note that in  this strategy, unlike the next one, only the 
direction perpendicular  to the plane of  the doughnut is  considered to be  a legal 
approach direction. 
The next task is to determine legal grasp positions using the observed data. 
In  this  strategy,  legal  grasp  positions  occur  only  along  the  silhouette  of  the 
object. Fortunately, the silhouette of  the object has already been extracted by the 
segmentation process. 
Each legal grasp position is specified relative to the center of the target image. 
The direction from this center reference point also corresponds to the orientation 
of  the  line  connecting  the  grasp  points.  This  also  gives  us the rotation  of  the 
rectangular  areas corresponding to the jaws  of  the gripper  around the approach 
direction. 
For each legal grasp position we check the corresponding rectangular regions 
for the distance to which the fingers can be  moved past the plane of  the doughnut 
before a collision  occurs. The equation requircs (x,  y, z),  (xo,  yo, zo),  and a,  normal 
to  the  plane  of  the  doughnut.  Since  the  approach  direction,  (a,  b, c),  is  here perpendicular to the doughnut plane, it is determined directly from the attitude of 
the doughnut obtained by the EGI matching process.  (A common value could be 
used for (xo,  ~0,  zo), because the legal grasp points lies on the doughnut plane. But, 
we measure this value for each candidate grasp point.) 
Figure  21 shows a profile  of  the highest points  over  the rectangular area of 
the gripper footprint with respect to the doughnut plane. (Highest here means the 
largest value of  a(x -  xu)  +  b(y -  yo) +  c(z -  zo).)  If the lowest of  these values is below 
the doughnut plane, the gripper can pick up the doughnut using the corresponding 
configuration. Figure 22 shows the optimal grasp point so determined. 
Figure 23 shows a pickup sequence using our second strategy on an example 
which would have  resulted  in  a  collision  if  we  had  used  the first strategy. The 
program  determines  the  configuration  which  has  the  greatcst  finger  clearance 
relative to the doughnut plane. Figure 23a indicates the point selected by the first 
strategy and Figure 23b shows the result using the second strategy. 
Tlie doughnut in the middle, in the example shown in Figure 24, could not be 
picked up using strategy 2. That doughnut is surrounded by obstacles and there is 
no position around its circumference with sufficient clearance for the fingers to get 
below the plane of  the doughnut. In cases like this, it is still possible to find a legal 
grasp point, but it is necessary now to model the do~~ghnut  as a three-dimensional 
object. With this extension, there are three classes of  legal grasp configurations to 
consider, namely those shown in Figure 20 and the additional one shown in F'g  i  ure 
The legal  grasp configuration  can be  characterized  using two parameters,  cu 
and p. The first paramet,er, a,  denotes ihe rotation around the axis of  the doug'nilut 
and /3  indicates the rotation of  the Iinc connecting the grasping points rclative lo 
the plane of  the doughnut. Strategy 2  corresponds to the case whcre P  is  zero. In 
our third strategy, we allovv  thc grippcr apriroach direction (a,  b, c) to be specified 
over a rangc of  ,!?  values rc1:~tive  to the. altitxde of  thc tloughnuts. li'igure  19. :I  rriore  tfiflicult  case where ~tmtrgy  1 would fail. direction 
Figure 21. Profile of  highest points over  the rectangular  area of  the gripper work  space, plotted 
as a function of  rotation around  the center of  the doughnut Figure 24. A  siiuation  whcrc strategy 2  would  fail. 
ITigurc:  25. Addilior~sl  I(,g:il grasp points  for x 3-l)  tlo~ighnul  (cross-~cctio~~:il  virw). 
-  -- direction 
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Figure 20. Ohtaclc hcight profilcs  around dough~~~~l.~  versus  (r  for thrcc choicrs for  bcta. 
-  - Figure 27. The pickup point selected. 
Figure 26  shows the profile  of  the highest  points with  respect to the work 
space plane. In this case, the planner finds a collision free configuration at  /3  -- 20'. 
Figure 27 shows the grasp point selected. 
Figure 28 shows the process of  picking up a doughnut without collision. Figure 
28a is the original grasp position. In Figure 28b the gripper is rotated around the 
axis of the doughnut by a. Then, in Figure 28c the line connecting the grasp points 
is rotated by P, relative to the plane of  symmetry of  the doughnut. 
4. Summary 
We haw described a hand-eye system which performs bin-picking tasks. Four 
basic  modules  are used:  photometric  stereo,  binocular  stereo using  the PRISM Figure 28.  Tho pickup  ruotion, algorithm,  extended  Gaussian  image  matching,  and  collision-free  configuration 
planning for the gripper.  I 
Photometric stereo determines the orientation of surface patches corresponding 
to each picture cell, based on the brightness values in three images, obtained using 
different light sources. Segmentation is based on a needle diagram, the smoothness 
constraints, shadow areas, and mutual illumination. The attitude in  space of  the 
object is determined by comparing the orientation histogram of  the object's surface 
with stored orientation histograms of  prototypes. The orientation histogram is  a 
discrete approximation of  the extended Gaussian image. An elevation map produced 
by the PRISM stereo algorithm is used to determine object elevation and to check 
finger clearance at the proposed grasp configurations. 
The system has unstacked piles of  objects successfully and is able to find good 
pickup points in  complex piles of  doughnuts. The hybrid vision  system cycles in 
less than a minute running on two (MIrr)  Lisp-machines-including  the time for 
image acquisition. The ent,ire system is written in Zeta-Lisp, a dialect of  Lisp, and 
is compiled into "rnarhinc code"  using the Zeta-Lisp compiler. 
The two "low-level" vision modules produce reliable but restricted inform  a  t'  lon 
about  the  visible  surfaces  imaged.  In  one  case,  high  resolutiorl  local  surface 
orientation measurements, and in  the other, absolute height measurements at a 
lower spatial resolution. We have combincd these two systems to produce a system 
that  takes advantage of  both, to solve a problem Lliat nt.ither  system could solve well 
alone. The fine  local surface orientation  information allows us to locate, identify, 
and orient an object out of  a bin of  other objects. The local elevation information 
allows  us to  calculate  the  three-dimensional  position  of  the  target object,  and 
to  check proposed  grasp points for collisions with  neighboring objects. Both the 
photometric  and PRISM stereo modulos  have  simple kernels  that can  easily  be 
adapted for use in other problems and fend themselves to high speed implementation 
on special purpose hardware. 
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